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1 Overview
This document introduces the basic usage of Yocto and guides users to complete daily development based on Yocto.
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2 Compile Environment
The Yocto compile environment uses Ubuntu 18.04. It is recommended to use Linux + docker for deployment. If

docker cannot be used due to specific reasons, please refer to the Ubuntu environment chapter.

2.1 Docker Environment

Please install the basic Linux OS first. Users can choose Ubuntu, Centos, and other Linux releases according to

their needs. The specific installation method will not be introduced in detail in this document. After the installation

is complete, continue to install docker on the basis of this OS, then build a docker image, and build the relevant

development environment in docker. The subsequent development is based on the environment in docker. The

specific build method is as follows.

2.1.1 Install Docker

Use the official installation script to install automatically.

2.1.2 Download Dockerfile

Click to download linux-dev-master.7z, and enter the linux-dev-master directory after decompression. Open the

dockerfile, and modify the user name and ID. Change “your the same user name asyour host” to the user name of

your host OS.

The value of “your user id” is recorded in /etc/passwd. After opening it, search for the line where your user name is

located. The value of the anonuid field is the corresponding ID.
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2.1.3 Build Image

Run the following command to build your own environment:

docker build -t linux-dev-base:base

This docker image can compile Linux SDKs such as buildroot and yocto released by thead. The default password is

123.

To view the built docker image, you can see the following results:

2.1.4 Start Docker

To start docker, use the docker run command.

Note: You can mount one or more directories of the host through the -v option, which acts like a shared file, where: your_name: the
name of the docker container, use your own name, and do not have the same name with others; your_lock_home: host local path;

your_home: mount path of local path in docker。

Query the Started Docker Query:
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Normally you can see:

2.1.5 Login to Docker

Run the following command to log in to docker.

At this point, you have logged in to Ubuntu 18.04 in docker via ssh, and run the following command to query the

system version:

In the Start Docker section, the host local $HOME directory and the docker guest $HOME are mapped, so in the

docker home/thead directory, you can see all the content in the host $HOME directory. All the files in that directory

in docker are fully synchronized with host and are unaffected by docker shutdown or deletion.

2.1.6 Image Migration

In some environments, due to network restrictions and other reasons, it is impossible to build a complete docker

image from scratch. At this time, you can use the docker save and docker load commands to complete the image
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migration process. Build an image on a PC with an unrestricted network and then migrate it to the target machine.

The specific steps are to save the image as a compressed package first, and then load the compressed package in

another location.

Execute the following command on a host with an unrestricted network to generate a docker image.

View the generated docker image and confirm that the image is generated.

Start saving image.

After this step, linux-dev-base:base.tar.gz can be generated in the current directory where the command is executed.

Copy the tar package linux-dev-base:base.tar.gz to the target machine, and then use the docker command to import

image.

At this point, you can see the image on the migration target machine.

docker images linux-dev-base:base

After the migration is complete, you can start the docker container, for example:
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Then execute:

2.2 Ubuntu Environment

This chapter introduces how to build a compile environment that is not based on the docker environment.

First, install Ubuntu 18.04. For the installation method, please refer to the Ubuntu official website.

Install the dependencies required to compile Yocto.
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3 Compile
This chapter introduces the common skills that will be used in the use of Yocto. For a systematic understanding of

Yocto knowledge, you can refer to the following manuals:

� Yocto Development Guide (Chinese version) provided with SDK

� BitBake User Guide (English version)

� Yocto Engineering Reference Guide (English version)

3.1 Component

Yocto manages a large number of open source software components in package units. If you need to compile a

package, the method is as follows:

Each package defines which tasks are supported in its own recipes file, and lists all tasks and help information

supported by this package:

3.1.1 Source Directory

Yocto integrates with a large number of open source packages, which are usually compiled in the following

directories:

� tmp-glibc/work/riscv64-oe-linux

� tmp-glibc/work/${MACHINE}

Take gnome-shell as an example, the directory result is usually as follows:
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Where:

gnome-shell-3.34.5: Source directory

image: Compile output

build: Compile directory

How to query the package directory:

3.2 Linux Kernel

3.2.1 Source Path

Yocto downloads the source code to the following path when compiling:

Take the 5.10 kernel as an example, after compiling the kernel once, you will see the following directory structure,

where:

linux-5.10.y: Kernel source code, with git information

linux-light_fm_linux-standard-build: Compile intermediate files

temp: Log during compilation

image: The file mounted to the file system
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3.2.2 Build Linux Kernel

Generally, after modifying the Linux kernel source code, you only need to execute this command.

3.2.3 Clean Linux Kernel

This command will clear the build directory of the entire Linux kernel and is usually not required.

Note: clean will clear the kernel source code in temp/work.

3.2.4 menuconfig
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More commands can be viewed with bitbake linux-thead -c listtasks.

3.3 U-Boot

3.3.1 Source Path

When compiling, Yocto downloads the source code to the following path, where the penultimate directory name is

the U-Boot version number.

3.3.2 Build U-Boot

Generally, after modifying the U-Boot kernel source code, you only need to execute this command.

3.3.3 Clean U-Boot

This command will clear the build directory of the entire U-Boot kernel and is usually not required.

More commands can be viewed with bitbake u-boot -c listtasks. 

4 Add a Component

4.1 View a Component

For example, to see if a component with “perf” in its name exists:
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4.2 Add a Component

For example, to add the perf command to the image, the method is as follows:

Step 1: Add configuration to the bb file corresponding to the image. For example, adding the perf tool to

d1-image-miniapp-dev image, then:

Step 2: Execute the “build image” command, the method is shown in the previous chapter of this document.

Step 3: Execute the “package” command, the method is shown in the previous chapter of this document.

4.3 Enter the Component Directory

If you need to view the source code of a component after it has been added, you can enter the component build

directory with the following command:

4.4 Build SYSROOTS SDK

The SDK built in this chapter contains a tool chain and is used to develop Linux applications. For example, to

develop helloword running on Linux, this SDK is required. The SDK is already available in the SDK package

provided and can be used directly by users without the need to follow the steps in this chapter.

Due to a bug in the Yocto version, you will need to delete coreutils before building the SDK, and then change it

back after the build is complete.
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In the openembedded-core directory, make the following changes (line 9):

For example, to build d1-image-miniapp-dev sysroots SDK:

After the build is complete, the generated SDK is in the following directory, and the usage method can be found in

D1 Linux Quick Start Manual.

4.5 Makefile Example

Using tree, you can see that there is a bb file, and then there is a directory where Makefile and source code are

placed:
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The content of the bb file is as follows:

As you can see, the bb file specifies the values of the following variables:

� SRC_URI: Defines the source code

� LIC_FILES_CHKSUM: This is the checksum, if the source is based on the version management like git

and svn, it does not need to be defined.

� FILES_$(PN): PN is the package number, which refers to the combination of PV and PR used by the

software version, i.e.3-r0 as seen in the previous bitbake -s.

In addition to the variables, the bb file is reloaded in two ways:

� do_compile

� do_install
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These two methods correspond to the compile and install tasks in the task list.

Before adding a package, confirm the following information:

� Where the original software, the address of the git repository, the branch, revision, the address of the tar

package, and the sum value are.

� Whether there are additional patches and configuration files.

� Which method to use to compile, makefile, cmake, meson, ninja, script, to ensure that it can be compiled

successfully.

� What the compiled product is and where it should be placed.

4.6 Cmake Example

The following is an example of how to integrate a cmake-based package in Yocto.

The functions of the example are as follows:

B: The addition function written in C language is compiled into a dynamic library for use by C and A, that is, an

example of compiling a dynamic library.
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C: The subtraction function written in C language, and the example of calling the subtraction function in B, that is,

the example of calling the dynamic library from the dynamic library.

A: An example of an executable program written in C language will call the dynamic library compiled by B and C,

as well as an example of ffmpeg.

Compile method:
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5 Other
For other advanced usage of Yocto, please refer to How to Use Yocto.


